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September - October 2019
Wonderful and marvelous are the excellent Bible studies.
This is my first experience with the Bible and it was not as was expected.
I listen daily.
Paris, France

Stupendous and sublime telling of the “Great Stories of the Bible”.
I did not have any idea.
I telecharged all and listen two times by day!
Rouen, France

I have listened every morning and evening to and from work.
After many enjoyable listenings I grasped the essential.
I trusted in Jesus who saved me and erased my sins.
Paris, France

The wonderful and very funny story of Jehu
is a moment I will never forget when I trust in Jesus.
Rio De Janeiro

Great Old Testament Stories #18

No–Nonsense Captain Jehu

Drains the swamp

These wonderful stories bring me as a magnet to Jesus my savior.
Cairo, Egypt

The lesson of Ezekiel really exciting -above all for men who have no interest otherwise in the Bible!
More groups !
Reykjavik, Iceland

#2 Ezekiel’s Vision of Living Beings

Supernatural Movement
in Four Dimensions (4-D)

I finally listened to the audio files given to me during the Notre Dame conflagration.

{History of the World #s 72–74 The Coming 1000 Year Kingdom}
I wish I had begun the listening sooner.
I was blessed beyond my capacity to explain
as I discovered what was missing in my life -- Jesus !
Paris, France

The latest two episodes are both incredibly accurate and intriguing descriptions
of quantum mechanics and of the inevitable dissolution of the universe.
I am not a religious person
but these two studies have encouraged me to
download some more and continue to listen.
Strasbourg, Germany

Peter the Redneck Poet – 2 Peter

# 9 ..The Ultimate Meltdown
The Universe is taken apart & put back together
With a whoosh, on the Wings of the Wind -Big Bang in Reverse

...
....Closing: Dire Straits, "Pop

Goes the World"

The new Ultimate Meltdown audio is so spectacular even the men are listening!
I trusted in Jesus years ago as I listened to the life of Jesus.
These scientific based studies are ones I love to share.
I am so pleased that we have a high official who is in tune with these.
Paris, France

Ouah!
The recent broadcasts have overwhelmed me,
as I listen to Bible lessons for the first time ever!
I never really grasped, or frankly, wanted to grasp
the importance of Jesus!
Paris, France

Marvelous stories -- so many and all filled with good news
of God's grace and mercy in Jesus.
I am happy to share these
because they are invariably well received and appreciated.
Pago Pago, Samoa

Excellent stories from the Bible for my first knowledge.
Entertaining and I learn very much.
Bahrain

Histoires magnifiques. J'adore. J'apprends la vérité sur Jésus
Je pense qu'il parle francais.
Côte d'Ivoire

Translation: Magnificent stories. I love them. I am learning the truth about Jesus.
I think he speaks French.

